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Thanksgiving cake decorating pictures

Give your home a serious Thanksgiving appeal. (DepositPhotos) Planning to host Thanksgiving dinner for family and friends? Make sure your home is filled with decorations to celebrate the season. Need help? Here are some ideas! Use seasonal colors. (DepositPhotos) 1. Use Harvest Colors Make sure that all your decorations match a harvest color
palette. From crockery and place settings for throwing pillows in the living room, natural, earthy shades such as orange, brown, yellow, green and brown are all reminders of this time of year. Nature also plays a big role in Thanksgiving décor, so make sure your home has autumn fixtures like pumpkins, turkeys, wreaths and a cornucopia of autumn fruits. Stick
to autumn tones as you strategically place these items and your home will look warm and seasonally appropriate. Further reading: How to host Friendsgiving and Thanksgiving Potlucks Nothing gives guests a warm greeting like an autumn wreath. (DepositPhotos) We make sure that our homes give the right first impression year-round, and it's important to
keep the curb appeal in mind for seasonal décor as well. So, put family and friends in the holiday spirit as soon as they approach the front door with a do-it-yourself metal wreath. All you need is some aluminum flashing, metal clips, acrylic craft paint, and 20-gauge wire to make a unique display! If you want to make a traditional wreath, just buy a wreath
shape from a craft shop and load it up with pine straw, autumn leaves and burlap. Then put some pumpkins on the porch, along with strategically placed cinnamon brooms, and your guests will be able to see and smell the season before they even enter your home! Don't let your listing have all the fun - you can also decorate the garage door. Hang autumn
wreath to border the door; buy magnetic strips and paste leaves on them; or hang a large fall wreath in the middle of the garage door. Just make sure the shape follows function - whether you're using stick-on Thanksgiving decorations, magnets or wreaths, none of these things should interfere with the garage door opener. Further learning: How to make a
wooden pallet Turkey Hanging string lights outside for a festive atmosphere. (DepositPhotos) 3. Leave there light If you are planning a backyard dinner party, consider stringing light through the trees and across the table for a whimsical atmosphere. White, yellow and red lights are perfect for Thanksgiving; greens and blues can be in stock for Christmas.
Other unique lighting ideas for this time of year include putting up pumpkin and turkey decorations along with tea lights (battery operated for safety, or firelit if you're careful) to make the front or backyard even more festive. Light can provide a bridge between Thanksgiving and Christmas, so don't hesitate to erase your holiday to make these celebrations last
a little longer! See Learn: How to transform your regular board table into Rustic Chic Brooke Chaplan is a freelance writer and blogger based in Los Lunas, New Mexico. You can find her on Facebook and Twitter.           Brian Woodcock For those of us with a serious sweet tooth, the best thing about the Thanksgiving menu is all the desserts. Although
tradition insists that the table after the meal contains Thanksgiving pies, especially pumpkins, we realized that go-to confection is not everyone's preferred piece of treat after dinner. That's why we suggest adding another dessert to your holiday menu — namely, one of these unspeakable Thanksgiving cakes. Trust us – no one will complain. These recipes
have the most delicious flavors of autumn, so no matter what pleases your palate, it's a delicious option to satisfy your Thanksgiving guests. For pumpkin dessert lovers, there are plenty of gourd-filled recipes, including a pumpkin salted caramel cake, pumpkin spice latte cake, and pumpkin velvet crumb cake. If you like apple dessert recipes, there are fruit-
filled desserts aplenty on this roundup. Caramel apple cake, apple spice cake with cinnamon cream cheese icing, and cream cheese swirled apple cake are all just begging to be baked. There are many more juicy ideas on this list for chocolate and caramel lovers, such as white chocolate caramel mousse brownie cake, salted caramel butterscotch cake with
brown butter frosting, and browned butter pecan layer cake. But one of the best parts about this list is that there are so many different types of Thanksgiving cakes on offer, including bundt cakes, make cakes, and even dump cakes. So no matter what baking level you're at, it's a recipe that's right for you. 1 of 53 Apple-Cinnamon Layer Cake with Salted
Caramel Frosting This three-layer cake is for apple-pie fans ready to step it up a notch. The salty caramel frost alone is worth the effort. Get the recipe. SHOP CAKE PANS 2 of 53 Dolly's Donut Coconut Bundt Cake Which better way to put off a party than with this giant doughnut-flavored bundt cake? The dark chocolate coconut filling is certainly not to be
missed. Get the recipe. SHOP BUNDT PANS 3 of 53 Coconut Angel Cake 4 of 53 Chocolate Brown Sugar Butter Cake with Spicy Pumpkin Frosting 5 of 53 Autumn Spice Layer Cake with Cream Cheese Frosting 6 of 53 Orange Blossom Bundt Cake The best part of this simple, delicious Bundt cake? It can be done up to two days ahead, so you're not
scrambling to get dessert done while the turkey is resting. Its shape is courtesy of a heritage pan. Get the recipe. BUY HERITAGE BUNDT PANS 8 of 53 Chocolate Spice Cake 9 of 53 Vanilla sheet cake with chocolate-cinnamon filling 11 of 53 orange chiffon cake 14 of 53 chocolate pumpkin cake This is no ordinary chocolate cake. With cinnamon, pumpkin
and cream cheese frost, it is sure to satisfy both children and adults. Get your hands on 15 of 53 Dirty Chai Cheesecake Make your dirty chai latte habit a cheesecake that the whole table will enjoy. Get the recipe for My Modern Cookery. 17 of 53 Sparkling Cranberry White Chocolate Cake This wonderful dessert has three layers and is filled with tart, sweet
fresh cranberries that look colourful against the white chocolate cake. Get the recipe for Life, Love and Sugar. 18 of 53 Apple Pie Cake Can't decide whether to bake an apple pie or a cake this year? With this mashup, you can have both. It is made with cinnamon brown sugar cake, apple pie filling and vanilla buttercream as frosts. Get the recipe for Life for
Cake.SHOP STAND MIXERS 19 of 53 Fireball Poke Cake Kids have to skip this one, but it will be a hit with the adults. With its warm cinnamon flavor and sweet caramel blend as a filling, this cake is perfect for autumn. Get the recipe for Delish.SHOP WOODEN SPOONS 20 of 53 Pumpkin cake You can make this recipe your own by topping it with different
frostings. Although this blogger prefers cream cheese, she notes a milk chocolate or a brown butter flavored glaze would also be delicious. Get the recipe for Chelsea's Messy Apron.SHOP BUNDT PANS 21 of 53 Pumpkin Earthquake Cake 22 of 53 Caramel Apple Cake Warning: This blogger calls his browned buttercream completely addictive. He writes
that you will want to slather it on everything. We're sold. Get the recipe for Preppy Kitchen.SHOP CAKE PANS 25 of 53 Pumpkin Salted Caramel Cake Canned pecans add a nice crunch to this Thanksgiving cake. You will want to do extra just wear on your hand like a sweet and savory snack. Get the recipe for Glorious Treats.SHOP SAUCEPANS 26 of 53
Cream Cheese Swirled Apple Cake 29 of 53 Brown Sugar Butterscotch Bundt Cake 30 of 53 Pecan Pie Layer Cake If you like pecan pie, you'll love this recipe. Each fork has brown sugar cinnamon cake, pecan pie filling, and cinnamon frosting. Get the recipe for Life, Love and Sugar. Looking for a fun Halloween cake to kick off the spooky season in a cute
way? Whether you want to impress all your Halloween party guests with an out-of-this-world cake that will have them ooh-ing, aah-ing, or just want a treat that kids or friends can enjoy enough to ask for seconds (and thirds), we have the cake here for you. Some are inspired by the scariest, most creeping parts of Halloween – black cats, evil witches, ghostly
ghouls, scuttling spiders and more – and others are simple, easy to make, but won't look out of place next to caramels and bowls of Halloween candy. But all the recipes we have highlighted here are decorative, playful and delightful over the top. And while every Halloween cake recipe is sinfully delicious in itself, the truth is that when it comes to making a
Halloween treat for whimsical, the look of the final product is just as important as the taste. It must be and unique enough to win over even your most discerning guests. Well, rest assured that these terribly good treats get the job done – and some more. They're fantastic enough to double as Halloween midsepers, and creative enough to serve as the only
icebreakers you need at your next fall dinner party. From a tongue-in-cheek Mississippi Blood Pie to a cunning bone palace made entirely of meringue, there's something here for everyone - from the kids to the adults to the ghosts in your attic. 1 of 70 Towering Haunted House Cake Up for a Real Halloween Baking Challenge? We have one for you here –
and it's as rewarding as it looks. This spooky construction is built using not one, but two cakes ... and it is decorated with the works. Get the recipe. SHOP CAKE PANS 2 of 70 Pumpkin Mousse Trifle Pumpkin custard, whipped cream and shaved dark chocolate come together beautifully in this tabletop girl. Your guests won't be able to stop staring. Get the
recipe. BUY CHOCOLATE SHAVER 3 of 70 Follow-the-Footprints Malted Sheet Cake 4 of 70 Help Me! Cake and Raven Feather Muffins The eye-catching Help Me! the cake is simply a shop-bought white cake with some dark twists. (Talk about hands-off!) Start with a shop-bought frosted layer cake. Cut out a pair of arms and hands in black craft paper and
tape to spear to help them stand upright. Pile on a pile of dirt- crumbled chocolate cakes -to give it as buried live vibe. Top vanilla-frosted cupcakes with edible fondant raven feathers. For an additional hair-raising item, add plastic critters around the cake. BUY RAVEN FEATHER MOLD 5 of 70 Sneaky Snake Cake Give a round cake real bite with our snake
template and black nonpareils. Print the template; place the printout under a sheet of parchment and track hose design. Cut out parchment as specified in the template to create a stencil. Step 1: Prepare a can of cake mixture (any taste) according to the package instructions; divide the batter between two 9-inch round cake pans, and bake as directed. Allow
to cool. Step 2: Level the tops of both cakes. Frost the top of a cake with white buttercream, either shop-bought or our recipe. Place the second cake on top of it. Frost the whole two-layer cake. Step 3: Center the hose stencil on top of the cake and gently smooth the flat. Fill in the stencil with nonpareils, pressing them softly into the glaze with the back of a
spoon. Chill the cake in the freezer for 15 to 20 minutes, then carefully remove the stencil. Use a toothpick to clean up any stray nonpareils. How to equalize a cake: put the cake on top of a cake stand; Then gently cut away the rounded top with a serrated knife and turn the stand as you walk. BUY ISESPATULAS 6 of 70 Cobweb Cake Weave a tangled
mesh – from melted marshmallows – to this elegantly creepy dessert. Step 1: Prepare two cans of cake mixture (any according to the package instructions. package instructions. Need two round cake pans: a 4 W x 4H; the second 7 W x 4H. Trace the bottom of a pan on the parchment; cut out and place in the bottom of the pan. Repeat for the second pan.
Coat the inside of both pans, including parchment liners, with cooking spray. Step 2: Divide the cake ear between pans. In a 350°F oven, bake the smaller cake for 25 to 30 minutes and the larger cake for 45 to 50 minutes. Allow to cool. Step 3: Level the top of each cake. Frost the top of the larger cake with white buttercream. Then center the smaller cake on
top of it. Frost the whole two-layer cake. Step 4: Microwave eight grams of marshmallows in a bowl for 30 seconds, until gooey, but still bulky. Stir until smooth and cool enough to handle. Pinch of a little marshmallow; stretch to create a long, thin thread; and drape it on the cake. Repeat, applying threads until the whole cake is covered with webbing. Step 5:
To make the spiders you need black fondant. Use your hands to shape an 11/2-inch ball and nine 1/2-inch. Partially flattened top of the big ball and a small; Then use a drop of water to attach them, creating the head and body. Roll the remaining balls into long tubes for the legs, bend in the middle and fasten, using a drop of water for each, to the body, as
shown. Repeat, using slightly smaller balls, to create another spider. BUY CAKE SERVERS 7 of 70 Trick-or-Treat Cake Sandwiches The key to these small sandwich cakes: cake cutters! Step 1: Prepare a box of chocolate cake mixture according to the package instructions; divide the batter between two 9-inch square cake pans, and bake as directed. Allow
to cool. Step 2: Level the tops of both cakes. With a serrated knife, cut away the top quarter of each cake. Use a two-inch square cookie cutter to cut nine squares out of each sliced cake top. Repeat with each cake base. Step 3: Find out which scary words you want to spell, remember that you have 18 letters in total. Use the alphabet cutters, punch out each
letter from the top squares. (Note: If you spell Trick or Process, you have six top squares and six bottom squares left.) Step 4: Frost the top of the bottom squares with white buttercream. Cover each with a top cake square to make sandwiches. Using a pastry bag equipped with a 1/4-inch round tip, stir more icing into the letter shapes. Finally turn the cakes
upside down on a parchment-lined plate, and refrigerate for 20 minutes. Turn the sandwich right side up and remove the parchment before serving. SHOP CAKE SERVERS 8 of 70 Ouija Board Cake Channeling this professional looking cake is much easier than it looks. Just download our free Ouija-board art (courtesy of Hasbro Inc.), and load it up to
cakeart.us. People there will make it an 8 W x 10L sheet of edible wafer paper - for just $4.75.Step 1: Prepare cake mixture (any taste) per package instructions; pour stir in a 9 W x 13L cake and bake as directed. Allow to cool. Step 2: Level the top of the cake. Frost the whole cake with white buttercream, and center the wafer paper on top of it as shown. You
also need an additional container with buttercream frosting, or increase our recipe as indicated online. Using a cake bag equipped with a 1/4-inch round tip, stir frosting around the top edges of the cake, as shown. SHOP SHEET CAKE PANNER 10 of 70 Spider Cake 11 of 70 Grave Intentions The key to this mini-cemetery: tombstones made by Pepperidge
Farm Milano and Bordeaux cookies. To decorate the tombstones, fill a sealed plastic bag with chocolate frog, seal the bag and cut off a small corner. Pipe RIP or X on the upper half of each cookie. Slide the cakes into the cake (as shown) and bunch crushed chocolate wafers in front of a few to conjure dirt piles. Trim the perimeter of the cake with a fence of
Rademaker chocolate sticks, cut to different heights. Finally, separate and insert pieces of small plastic skeletons into cookie-crumb dirt. SHOP CAKE SERVERS 12 out of 70 A smart way to serve cheese and biscuits This little maze takes the cake when it comes to quick assembly time. To begin with, you need graham biscuits (we used five sheets of four
biscuits), a rubber mouse and a lemon Starburst candy. Use the image as a guide, arrange biscuits on top of the cake to form the labyrinthine walls, breaking biscuits into smaller pieces as needed. (To make clean breaks, first use a sharp knife to score fronts and backs of biscuits.) Make the cheese by cutting Starburst diagonally in half, then use a clean
cocktail straw to make indentations on top of the candy. Place the candy in one place of the maze and mouse in another. BUY CAKE SERVERS 13 of 70 X-Ray Vision No bones about it, this scene is painless to produce. The essential tool? A box of white fondant. Microwave fondant for 8 to 10 seconds, then roll it out onto a clean work surface. Make the



control panel by cutting a strip long enough to wrap around both sides of one of the cake's narrow ends; was in place. For the X-ray label, cut a small fondant rectangle and moisten one side with water, then center it on the panel. Fill a plastic bag with chocolate frost, seal the bag and cut off a small corner. Touch X-ray on the label. Devis knobs by attaching
white Necco wafers, then Reese's Pieces, to the panel with dabs of chocolate icing. Use this image as a guide, cut fondant strips and roll with your hands to shape thin bones; for the spine, form strips in balls and flatten slightly. Transfer the bones to the cake. Then you give the whole thing a little heart – literally – with a hard candy. BUY CAKE DECORATING
KITS 14 of 70 Chocolate pumpkin cake A touch of pumpkin gives this bewitching cake a look and taste that reflects the season. Glaze: After topping with an orange cream cheese frosting, give cake a cascading chocolate glaze. Put 4 grams of chopped bittersweet chocolate, 1 tbsp cold unsalted butter and 3 tablespoons of corn syrup in a medium heatproof
bowl. Bring to the boil 1/2 cup of cream, pour it over the chocolate and let it sit for 3 minutes. Stir gently, using a whisk, until smooth. Leave to sit for 3 to 5 minutes, until the glaze thickens slightly. Pour the glaze on the center of the frosted cake and smooth to the edges to allow it to drip over the sides. Spread gently with the back of a spoon or an offset
spatula. If more icing is needed, just add a little at a time. Get the recipe. SHOP CAKE SERVERS 15 of 70 Frosting Web For an evil good web, pour Chocolate Glaze over the top of an uniced layer cake. Spread the icing over the edges of the cake and smooth the sides. Fill a small piping bag with three to four tablespoons of melted white chocolate, then
start in the middle of the cake, stirring the white chocolate into a spiral. Drag a toothpick from the center of the spiral to the edge of the cake. Repeat every 1.5 inches to create a web effect. BUY CAKE DECORATING KITS 16 of 70 Stenciled layered cake Even the most superstitious guest will enjoy crossed paths with this black cat, made of sparkling sugar.
To assemble the stenciled layer cake, fill and frost two 8-inch round layers of your favorite glaze, leaving a smooth surface. Roll out the black fondant, into a 1/8-inch thick sheet, and with a ruler as a guide, cut three strips long enough to wrap around the cake's circumference; using additional dabs of icing, if necessary. Reclaim this black cat silhouette by
downloading our super simple stencil. Chill the cake, then immediately before serving, center the stencil on top. Fill in the stencil with black grinding sugar so that the edges become a little messy for a creepy effect. Add a candy-coated sunflower seed (find a sunflowerfoodcompany.com) or half a yellow M&amp;amp; M for the cat's eye. SHOP ICING
SPATULAS 17 of 70 Sweet Pumpkin Patch This towering pumpkin patch begins as three graded-sized cakes, with three generous layers of buttercream escaping temptingly against the edges of the levels. The pumpkins and leaves, both made from colored marzipan, need not be perfect to be appreciated, so invite young helpers to help. Get the recipe. BUY
CAKE DECORATING KITS 18 of 70 Pumpkin cake with marzipan stem With its vanilla-sugar icing and marzipan stem, this cake is sure to serve Best in Show. The secret to its perfect form? A fluted, domed forehead. The pumpkin form is actually two dome cakes, assembled together. Add the stem and leaf after the glaze. Get the recipe. SHOP CAKE
SERVERS 19 of 70 Halloween Cinder Cake This crunchy cookies and ice cream cake is easy to make and a safe fire treat. Get the recipe from Barbara Bakes. 20 out of 70 pumpkin patch chocolate peanut butter cake 21 of 70 candy corn icebox cake just because this candy corn cake is beautiful, creative, and colorful does not mean that it takes a ton of
time to make. There is actually zero baking required to do so! Get the recipe for Life, Love and Sugar.SHOP CANDY CORN 22 of 70 Almond Joy Poke Cake If you've never made poke cake before, you'll want to give it a try. It's one of the simplest cake baking methods for serious taste without serious effort - and we know your family will love the nod to the
popular candy bar on Halloween! Get the recipe for The Recipe Critic.SHOP SHEET CAKE PANS 23 of 70 Best Ever Pumpkin Roll Cake A sophisticated dessert that complements any autumn dinner party, this pumpkin roll looks as delicious as it tastes. It's a guaranteed showstopper and conversation starts all in one. Get the recipe for Jo Cooks.SHOP
CAKE SERVERS 24 of 70 Caramel Apple Snickers Cake You probably have lots of candy lying around by Halloween time, so why not make sure everything is enjoyed? This caramel apple Snickers cake combines one of our favorite chocolate candy bars with crisp apples and a decadent caramel sauce. Get the recipe for Creme de la Crumb.SHOP
SNICKERS 25 of 70 Mississippi Blood Pie How brilliant is this? A Mississippi blood pie will delight all your guests- especially if you are able to highlight the sharp name of a printed menu. Get the recipe for Creme de la Crumb.SHOP PIE PANS 26 of 70 Pumpkin Cream Cheese Bundt Cake The beauty of this cake should not be referred to dessert time. Let it
sit on the dining table for a long time: It also serves as a head-down centerpiece. Get the recipe for Creme de la Crumb.SHOP BUNDT PANS 27 of 70 Blood Orange Almond Cake with yogurt If you're throwing a Halloween party, we have a feeling that your guests will get a kick out of the pun here on this lovely cake. Get the recipe for Coley Cooks.SHOP
CAKE SERVERS 28 of 70 Poison Apple Cake 29 of 70 Halloween Pumpkin Candy Pail Cake 30 of 70 Spiderweb Chocolate Cake With Vanilla Frosting Calls all icing lovers: This spider-themed cake is separated by three layers of buttercream and coated with even more frosting. Get the recipe for Life, Love and Sugar.SHOP CAKE PANS PANS
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